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Abstract 

The manufacture of solid state devices in the microelectronics 
industry involves crysta l growth, slice preparat ion , diffusion and 
implantation, ox ide and metal depos ition , patternin g and etch
ing, probe tes ting and packag ing of co mpleted devices. Thi s 
simp lified pro cess flow is adopted in an overv iew to bri efly 
outl ine some esta bli shed as well as newly developed techniqu es 
of materials charac teriza tion . The co mplexity of semiconductor 
pro cess ing has impo sed greater strin gency cr iteri a whi ch have 
res ulted in the revitalization of old methods as well as the devel
op men t of new techniques capable of extreme sens itivity and 
spatia l resolution. 

Exam ples given for trace impurity and dopa nt detection in
clude neutron act ivation ana lys is, infr are d and photolumines 
cence spec troscopies , atomic reso nance ionization , and accelera
tor based mas s spectrosco py. Some methods high lighted for 
meas ur ing thin film composition and quality are scan ning Lang 
and doubl e c rysta l x-ray topogra phi es and Ruth erford backscat
te rin g and Auger spectrosco pies. The strengths and frequency 
of use of these are co mpare d relative to one another and the 
pro cess steps used in semico ndu cto r manufacture. 

Key words: Characterization Techniqu es, Trace Elements, Slice 
Preparation , Diffusions and Implant s, Single Atom Detection , 
Very Large Scale Integra tion , Cry stal Growth , Character ization 
Trends , Accelerator Ma ss Spectro scopy, Reso nanc e Ioni zation . 
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Introduction 

Material s character ization and device developme nt have evolved 
in a synerges tic partn ership which has bee n fundamental to the 
semico nduct or industry. From the partn ers hip has evolved not 
only a variety of probl em solving tool s, but a lso resea rch into 
aspec ts of the interac tion of probing beams of light, e lec trons, 
x-rays and particl es wit h matter. Progr ess ive shrinkin g of very 
large scale integra ted circuits (VLSI) requires that failure analysis 
inspec tions be ca rried out on tiny defects which a re often an 
order-of-magnitude smaller than the minimum linewidth of the 
circuit. At the same tim e, thi s is accompan ied by demand for 
ultrasens itivity to low leve l dopant and impurit y spec ies. 

The need for imp roved spatia l reso luti on and increased tec h
nique sensitivity prese nts a continu al challenge for the character
ization spec ialist , because one requirem ent is met on ly at the 
expe nse of the other. Thi s is a fundamenta l co nstrain t in the 
deve lop ment of any meas urement , and ultim ately dictates the 
funct ion and importan ce of eac h machine that is constructed 
or purc hase d commerciall y. The inte rplay between detectab ility 
(signal-to-noise, S/N) and rad ius of the probin g radiation (Ro) 
orig inates from the familiar express ion: 

SIN ✓ numb er of atoms detect ed 
Ro (I) 

in whic h Poisso n statistics are assum ed for the analysis physics . 
This assu mpti on has bee n fundamental to virtu a lly all of the 
techniqu es used in the past but as shown late r, modern scheme s 
for de tecting single atoms repre sent a departu re from the 
equation. 

F igure I shows how methods emp loyi ng beams of photon s, 
electrons and particles have evolved to op timi ze the trad eoff be
tween detectability and analytical spot size . Methods that employ 
tightly focused beam s of electrons a re applied to circuits where 
compo sition and defects are studied w ith x-y spati al resolution s 
of 10 to 20 ,000 A. Th e less eas ily focused bea ms of ions are 
useful for trace element detection and deter minati on of thin film 
compositio n with quantit ative acc ura cy. Bea m of x-rays ca n be 
focused only in specia l experime nts and are used where high 
spatial resolution is not required. They find utility in the meas ure 
of mate rial stru cture and defec ts. Opti ca l microsco py continues 
to offe r the best low cost appro ach for rapid nonde structiv e in
spection of surfaces, structur e and defects. Spectrometers extend 
its capability to desc ription s of molecular bondin g and electronic 
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Table 1. Capabilities of some commonly used techniques for semiconductor characterization are compared relative to the 
type of probing radiation. la. Optical probes 

Optical Fourier Photo Infrared Raman Photo-
Micro- Transform Lumines- and Ultra- Micro- Neutron 
scopy Infrared cence Violet Probe Activation 

(FTIR) (PL) (IR & UV) 

Depth Analyzed > 1-3 µm 1-10 mm 1-3 µm 1 mm IA 1 µm 0.5 cm 
1 µm UV 

Diameter of - 1 cm 2 mm > 5 µm 1 mm 2 µm 0.5 cm 
Analysis Region 

Detection Limit visual 1x10 11 1x10 11 5x10 18 5x10 19 5x10 15 

(atoms/cm 3) inspect 

Detection Limit visual 2x10 · 6 2x1 o-6 100 1000 0.1 
(ppm) inspect 

In-depth profil ing none none none none none none 
resolution 

Time for Analys is < 1 hour 2 hours 2 hours < 1 hour < 1 hour 2 hours 

Comments In-depth Performed at Performed at Performed at Bulk 

profiling 10-15°K tempera- 4 ° K tempera- room tempera - measure -

achieved by tures lures ture ment only 

angle-lap 
cross section 

Table lb. Electron beams 

Scanning Auger Scanning Electron Analytical High 
Electron Electron Auger Microprobe Electron Voltage 
Microscopy Spectroscopy Microprobe Microscopy TEM 

(SEM) (AES) (SAM) (EMP) (AEM) (HVTEM) 

Depth Analyzed - 1000 A 20 A 20 A 1 µ m < 1000 A < 1000 A 

Diameter of 50 A - 100 µ m 1000A 1 µm 10 µ m 10 µ m 
Analysis Region 5 mm 

Detect ion Limit surface 5x1019 1x1021 5x1019 defect lattice 
(atoms/cm 3) image imaging imaging 

Detection Limit surface 1,000 20,000 1000 defect lattice 
(ppm) image imaging imaging 

in-Depth Profiling stereo 20 A 20 A none stereo none 
Resolution microscopy microscopy 

Time for Analysis < 1 hour < 1 hour < 1 hour < 1 hour 1-3 days 1-3 days 

Comments In-depth Profiling Profiling Wave- sample preparation requires 
profiling achieved achieved length & specialized techniques and 
achieved by argon by argon energy is time consuming 
by angle - sputtering sputtering dispersive 
lap cross analysis 
section 
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Table le. X-ray probes 

Powder Thin Lang Double X-ray X-ray 
X-ray Film X-ray Crystal Fluorescence Photo-
Diffraction Analysis Topography Topography electron 

Spectro-
(Seeman- scopy 

(XRD) Bohlin) (Lang) (OCT) (XRF) (XPS,ESCA) 

Depth Analyzed 10-50 µm 100A - 500 µm 5-100 µm 1-3 µm 20 A 
1 µm 

Diameter of > 1 mm 1x5 mm > 1 cm > 1 cm > 5 mm 5 mm 
Analysis Region 

Detection Limit 5x10 19 5x10 19 1x10 - 3 1x10 - 7 1x1019 5x10 19 

(atoms/cm 3) in M/d in M/d 

Detection Limit 1000 1000 --- --- 200 1000 
(ppm) 

In-depth Profiling none none stereo none none 20 A 
Resolution topography 

Time for Analysis < 1 hour 2 hours 1 hour 4 hours 10 min < 1 hour 

Comments sample grazing whole whole rapid & In-depth 
cannot be incidence slice slice quanti- profiling 
amorphous beam used survey survey tative by argon 

sputtering 

Table ld . Particle beams 

Rutherford Neutron Ion High Charged 
Backscattering Activation Microscope Energy Ion Particle 
Spectroscopy Analysis Channeling Activation 

Analysis 
(RBS) (NAA) (IMS,SIMS) (CPA) 

Depth Analyzed 200 A - 1 µm 50 A 100 A 300 µm 
1 µm 

Diameter of 2 mm > 1 cm > 5 mm 1 mm 5 mm 
Analys is Region 

Detection Limit 5x10 19 5x10 11 5x10 15 5x10 16 5x10 13 

(atoms/cm 3) - 5x10 18 - 5x10 18 

Detection Limit 1000 0.00001 - 0.1 - 1.0 0.001 
(ppm) 100 100 

In-depth Profiling 200 A 1 µm 50 A surface 25 µm 

Resolution technique 

Time for Analysis 1 hour 2-5 days 1 hour 2 hours 2 hours 

Comments No In-depth Spatial crystal- In-depth 
standards profiling by Resolution line substrate profiling by 
needed chemical etching near 1 µm required chemical etching 
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Fig. 1. Materials characterization techniques offer a choice 
between detection limit and analyzing spot size. The prob
ing radiation must be selected according to the nature of 
the problem at hand. 

band structure. Table I outlines some capabilities of common 
characterization techniques used in the semiconductor industry 
today. 

Application s 

In applying characterization techniques information from one 
method complements another, and multiple analyses often re
solve questions left unanswered by a single technique alone. In 
considering Figure 2, this can be appreciated by noting the com
plementary nature of the utility plots shown. A simple process 
flow has been adopted to illustrate how each probing radiation 
tends to specialize in the type of information it offers. For exam
ple, particle techniques which are sensitive to trace impurities 
and dopants clearly complement those methods employing 
beams of electrons for defect and surface definition. X-ray tech
niques specialize in crystalline imperfections and determination 
of composition. In the following, an example for each process 
step in the figure will be given to illustrate the inherent special
izations of instrumentation availble today. Existing inadequacies 
will then be discu ssed relative to new and evolving methods of 
characterization . 
Crystal Growth 

Characterization for crystal growth is concerned with the iden-
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tification of bulk impuritie s, dopants and the elucidation of 
defects and crystal damage (Dyer, 1983). Dopant and impurity 
atom levels normally below a part-per-million are best detected 
using those techniques which achieve ultrasensitivity at the ex
pense of spatial resolution. 

In neutron activation analysis (NAA), for example, the speci
men is placed in a thermal neutron flux within the core of a 
nuclear reactor and radioactive nuclei are formed through 
nuclear reactions on stable isotopes (Keenan et al. , 1985) . The 
gamma radiation from their decay is measured and used to iden
tify long lived nuclei (> 2 day half-life) with sensitivities ap
proaching 1011 atoms/cm3 (2 parts-per-trillion). This superb 
sensitivity is achieved at the expense of a large specimen vol
ume, which is typically near I cm3. The region of analysis can 
be controlled by breaking or etching the specimen into smaller 
pieces . 

Czochralski silicon contains oxygen which is introduced dur
ing crystal growth from dissolution of the quartz crystal cru
cible. Typical ingots contain 20 to 40 parts-per-million, with 
both radial and axial macroscopic variations. At temperatures 
where device process ing occurs, the oxygen concentration is 
greater than its solubility in silicon, and precipitates form dur 
ing cooling which cause strain s and disruptions in the lattice 
(Keenan and Larrabee, 1983). The transmission electron micro
graph in Figure 3, shows that these can form a highly efficient 
internal gettering network within the material for most metal 
contaminants. 

Infrared spectroscopy has found utility in characterizing do
pant species (groups IIIA and VA) and determining the presence 
of carbon and oxygen in silicon (Stallhofer and Huber, 1983). 
Spectrometers that employ a Michelson interferometer as the 
dispersing element realize orders of magnitude advantage in sen
sitivity because the light otherwise lost in a narrow slit grating 
can be collected . The resulting diffraction information can be 
transformed by Fourier analysis to yield the des ired spectrum 
and is the basis for Fourier transform infrared (FTIR ) spectros
copy. The high sensitivity for thick samples (0.2- 1 cm) and in
sensitivity to sur face contamination are advantages for bulk 
analysis. 

Correlations between impurity gettering sites and device per
formance are now well documented (Huff et al. , 1983) . The 
characterization of interstitial oxygen within bulk silicon is fun
damental to this science, and FTIR has evolved as a choice 
method for its measurement. The influence of carbon on the 
precipitation behavior of oxygen is now being recognized, and 
its measurement is also largely dependent on FTIR. A two
phonon silicon lattice band at 610 cm- 1 overlaps the carbon ab
sorbance and limits sensitivity for carbon to about 0.5 parts
per-million. 
Slice Preparation 

Methods for the identification of dopant and impurity species 
in crystal ingots also apply to single slices, but many additional 
fabrication steps such as sawing, edge grind , polish and back
side damage require that specialized techniques be available for 
characterizing large and small defects induced by these mechan
ical processes . X-ray topography has recently emerged as a 
powerful monitor in this arena . being sensitive not only to 
macroscopic features such as flake chips, surface fractures, 
scratches, edge cracks and wafer warpage, but also to microsco
pic defects including stacking faults, dislocation loops, and slip. 
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Fig. 2. These utility plots illustrate the importance of each probing radiation relative to process flow and the type of information 
available . The vertical axis represents frequency of use. 

In Lang topogra phy, a slit of x-rays is co llimated onto the slice 
and the diffra cted beam used to expose a rew rdin g film. In the 
prese nce of latti ce imperfe ctions, the intensity of the diffra cted 
bea m ca n be alte red by distortions whi ch ac t like microlenses 
to focus or defocus the otherwi se diverging beam. Other mechan
isms involving kinematic (Bragg's law) and dynamic (phase sen-
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sitive) phenomena a re a lso involved . Mult iple slit exposures 
achieved by mechani cal scannin g ca n be used tu form a wafer 
image which highlights defect structure, as shown in Figure 4(a) . 
Subjec t to appropri ate thermal cycling, the uniformit y of ox
ygen prec ipitation within the bulk of the wafer can be readil y 
detec ted . 
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Fig. 3. Transmission electron microscopy was used to image 
this oxygen precipitate in silicon. Accompanying punched 
out dislocation loops can be seen which act as entrapment 
sites for metal impurities. 
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Fig. 4. Lang and double crystal x-ray topography have 
evolved as powerful imaging techniques for characterizing 
intrinsic and process induced defects in single wafers and 
epitaxial layers. 

Double crystal topography achieves ultrasensitivity to lattice 
strains by employing a reference crystal which reduces diver
gence of the probing x-ray beam to less than 0.01 seconds of 
arc. Defect induced angular changes in the lattice , which nor
mally would be obscured by divergence of the beam , can now 
be clearly resolved. Sensitivity of the technique is sufficient to 
detect wafer warpage defined by a one kilometer radius of cur 
vature. The add itional attribute of surface character (7- 50 µm 
depth) renders this an ideal technique for the study of deposited 
epitaxial films. One example is given in Figure 4(b) , where evi
dence of boat damage , warpage , and ingrown defects from the 
substrate are evident. 
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Fig. 5. Carbon from a contaminated substrate was found to 
permeate throughout micron sized PtSi diode windows used 
in low power Schottky devices. Poor stoichiometry and high 
carbon were responsible for a 50% change in barrier height. 

Oxide/Metal Deposition 
The understanding of grain boundary diffusion , intermetallic 

migration and mixing , and mechanisms of metals contamination 
has relied heavily on the electron and particle beam based tech
niques which have depth monitoring capacity. It is known that 
C, 0 , and N concentrations less than a few atomic percent sig
nificantly alter the resistivity and stability of resistors , capacitors 
and active device junctions (Morabito , 1974). In the example 
of Figure 5, carbon from a contaminated silicon slice was found 
to permeate throughout 200 A depositions of micron sized PtSi 
diode windows used for low power Schottky device s. Poor metal 
stoichiometry in addition to the carbon was responsible for a 
50 % change in barrier height. Small spot capacity and indepth 
profiling capability of the sca nning Auger microprobe made it 
ideal for th is application. 

Metal contaminants are often associated with stainless steel 
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Fig. 6b. The forward voltage drop of Schottky diodes was 
found to depend strongly on composition of the layer. 

and aluminum parts of the sputtering station. In one example , 
the surfaces of sputter-cleaned silicon wafers were characterized 
by high energy ion beam channeling with considerable success 
in explaining inconsistencie s in the forward voltage drop for 
Schottky diodes in bipolar circuits. In ion beam channeling , the 
major axes of crystalline targets are aligned to an incident 3 
million electron volt He ++ ion beam , so that backscatter yields 
are reduced as the beam channels (Keenan , 1985). Deviation s 
from gradual dechanneling offer a measure of the depth distri 
bution of surface damage or contamination in the material. 

It was found that a sputter cleaning step routinely incorporated 
the ambient argon gas into the silicon substrate and inadvertently 
deposited up to a monolayer of TiW metal. The source of the 
metal was a protective coating that was placed on the pallet that 
held the wafers. Surface analysis by channeling demo nstrated 
that the composition of this first monolayer depends on the sput
ter time and the argon pressure for a given composit ion of pro
tective coating, as shown in Figure 6(a). The comparison be
tween electr ical measurements and channeling shown in Figure 
6(b) verified that the forward voltage drop is controlled large ly 
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Fig. 7. A submicron speck examined in situ on a patterned 
wafer was identified as teflon in this spectrum from the 
Raman microprobe. 

by the composition of the contaminant layer. 
Patterning 

Techniques best suited for patternin g diagnostics are normally 
those that have sufficiently high x-y spatial resolution to resolve 
individual circuit geometries . Tho se sam ples related to litho
graphy involve organic resists or parti culates from sources such 
as skin flakes, clothing lint , hair or makeup powder. These result 
in process problems which by comparison with material struc
ture applications find little benefit from conventional electron 
and ion beam microscopies. One reason for this is that insulat 
ing organics are not able to adequately conduct away the charge 
that accumulates from these beams during the analysis. Infrared 
techniques avoid the charging problem and also yield informa 
tion about molecular structure , but these are generally limited 
to larger specimens. 

The Raman microprobe is a unique instrument that works well 
for the ana lysis of small organic contaminants (Needham and 
Ramsey, 1981). In this technique, the green or blue line (514.6 
or 487.9 nanometer) from an argon laser is focused into a micron 
sized spot on the specimen and scattered light is collected by 
the same objective lens of the microscope and transferred into 
a spectrometer for analysis. The Raman vibrational modes ex
cited by the light can be used as a fingerprint to identify the 
conta minant. For example , a submicron speck examined in situ 
on a patterned wafer was identified from the spectrum in Figure 
7 as teflon and traced to a deteriorating acid bath support boat. 
Diffusions and Implants 

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is one of the most 
useful tools for the characterization of diffusions and implants. 
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Fig. 8. Boron and phosphoru s implant distributions in sili
con can be measured in about an hour using the ion micro
scope. A mass interference between 30S iH and 31 P reduces 
sensitivity to phosphorus. 

This is because it comb ines a sensitivity adeq uate for parts-per
million analysis with depth profiling capabi lity and near micron 
spatial resolution. It is fundamentally a depth profiling tool more 
than a bulk surv ey technique. There are var iation s in the way 
SIMS is implemented , but all of the methods emp loy an ion 
beam to systematica lly etch the specimen and release charged 
molecular fragments and atoms. These are co llected and anal
yzed for cha rge- to-mass ratio. Simple config urati ons typically 
use an argon beam and quadrapol e spectro meter . In more sophis
ticated system s, positive fragments are ge nera ted for analysis 
using a beam of 0 2 +, and negative fragments by using o- or 
Cs + . Modern spectrome ter s couple electrostat ic and magnetic 
ana lyzers for optimum mass resolution (near 7000M /dm) and 
sensitivity (sub-p arts-per-m illion for most elements). If a raster-
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Fig. 9. Vias cut through a protective nitride overcoat on this 
linear circuit were found by Auger electron spectroscopy to 
be incompletely cleared. Loss of electrical contact and total 
bonding failure resulted. 

ing focused ion probe is used to ach ieve point-by -point resolu
tion , the instrument is called an ion microprobe , whi le focusing 
optics analogou s to the light microscope are the basis for the 
ion microscope . 

Implants of boron and phosphorus in silicon are typically 
monitored by SIMS. It is straightforw ard to achieve 1015 atoms / 
cm3 detectability with boron profile s in silicon (Figure 8(a)). 
The detection of 31 P is complicated by the presence of the 30SiH 
mole cule which is of nearly equal mass. Thi s requires that a 
high mass resolution analysis be performed at the expense of 
sensitivity , as shown in Figure 8(b) . Modern methods for disso
ciat ing molecules to eliminate mas s interferences are discussed 
later in thi s paper. 
Probe Testing 

Pressure contacts formed by metal tips during probing and 
the formation of thermocompression and ultrasonic wire bonds 
all seek to achieve intimate contact with the bonding pads of 
ch ips to be tested. During the past decade, considerab le activ ity 
has been focused on the description and solution of problems 
involving bonding surfaces and pads. Mechanisms of failure gen
era lly involve thin contam inat ion layers , grai n boundary diffu
sion phenomena , or variations in thickness of metal compone nts. 
Most problems are traceq in unclean systems that leave a thin 
layer of contamination be.tween the bonding surfaces. 

Auger e lec tron spectroscopy (AES) has been inst rumenta l in 
resolving problems with bonding , because it combines a high 
sensi tivity to cleanup relate ·d eleme nts such as carbon , oxygen, 
and nitrogen with the capabilit y to inspect micro n sized spots 
within the bond pad structure . Carbon in cleanup fluids and 
acid baths is common , and it is often detected by AES as resi
dues of photor esist (Ho lloway and Bushmire , 1974). Metallic 
impuritie s in e lectro lyte solution s can code po sit in the plated 
metal and concentrate under sub seque nt temperature cycling at 
the bonding interface. Levels below 50 parts-p er-million of Al , 
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Fig. 10. Using Auger profiles, chip bonding failure to a gold 
header was related to surface oxide formation caused by 
silicon migration. Adjustment of the anneal temperature 
used to form the Si/Au composition profile resolved the 
problem . 

Ca, Ni, Fe, Cu, and Mg meas ured in platin g bath s by emission 
spectroscopy have been detected in the Auger spectra of bondin g 
surface s (McGuire et al., l'l77) . Migration of substrat e metal s 
such as Cu and Fe through thin prot ec tive Au layers ca n lead 
to surface oxidation and bond fracture. In the example of Figur e 
9, vias throu gh a protecti ve nitride overcoa t on a linear circuit 
were found by AES to be incompl etely cleared. The residual 
nitride was responsible for total bonding failure and loss of elec
trical contact . 
P-assivation and Encapsulation 

Corrosion is a primary problem for pla stic and glass encap
sulated devi ces, and as complexity gro ws, high pin co unt pack-
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ages must have low thermal and e lectrical imped ances for high 
speed systems. Glass depos ited by chemi ca l vapor deposition 
is phosphoro us doped to alleviate stress es that may result in 
crac ks and a lso serve as a getter for alkaline ions. Its pre sence 
in humid environm ents can lead to phosphoric ac id formation 
and attack on aluminum metallization within the chip. 

In the absence of charging, Auger electron spectro scopy and 
elec tron micropro be analysis have been used to desc ribe phos
phoru s distribution s within these glasses. Electro n microprobe 
analysis has considerabl e advantage over Auger spectro scopy 
for thi s applic ation , becau se it detects only x-rays emitted from 
the volume of material excited by an impin ging electro n beam , 
and these are insensitive to charge accumulation within the glass . 
Silicon nitrid e is also used as a pass ivating layer, and probl ems 
with inco nsistency of stoichiometry, oxygen co ntent , and etch 
rate have bee n investigated by the two method s. 

The problem illustrated in Figure IO occurred when chip bond
ing to a gold header consistently failed. The backs ide of the 
silico n chip is preco nditi oned by sputter depo siting 800 A of 
gold , and then annealing at 300 °C to form the gra ded co mposi
tion shown by the Auger profil e in Figure IO(a). It was found 
in Figure I0(b) that the diffu sion of silicon between substrate 
and surface had resulted in formation of a dense su rface oxide 
which was responsible for the bonding failure. The problem was 
traced to an excess ive an nea l tempera ture and was eas ily co r
rected . 

Evolving Characterization Capabilities 

The need for specia lized techniques in problem so lving app li
cat ions is increas ing as mor e str ingen t req uirements evolve for 
purity of materials , contro l of doping leve ls, superior pattern 
registration, reduced geomet rica l design and particle con tro l. 
For examp le, rece nt interest in heteros tru ctur es and super lat
tices has developed in the exp lorat ion of ar ti fic ially structured 
materia ls. Emphas is has been placed not only on the develop 
ment of a fundame ntal scientific understanding of atom ic multi 
layered structures, but also on techniq ues of fabrica tion by mole 
cu lar beam ep itaxy (MBE) [Report on ASM , 1985). Activities 
in thi s area include resonant tunn eling in quantum wells and 
photon detection based on miniband transitions and direct gap 
behavior in Group IV supe rlatt ices . For II-VI compo unds, the 
superlattice concept offers the possibility of a new generati on 
of materia ls in which parameters such as bandgap and effec tive 
mass ca n be independently tuned. This technology hold s great 
promise for the infrared device industry in the 8 to 14 micro
meter spectra l region where probl ems relat ing to tunneling and 
dark current exist. With grou p IV superl attices (i.e., Si and Ge), 
experimental research is seeking to produce direct bandgap mate
rials with enhanced electron mobilities. The ability to character
ize a single interface with atomic preci sion is now in demand 
to provide timely feedback for optimization of the MBE growth 
of such stru cture s. 
X-Ray Diffraction 

One salient feature of superlatti ce structur es is the periodicit y 
that results from the prepara tion of alternate thin layers. Tech
nique s of x-ray diffraction offer a rapid and nonde structive way 
to measure this periodicity , and more detailed inspections can 
yie ld additional information about elastic strain , dislocation den
sity and terra cing effects in the lattice (Segmuller et al. , l'l77). 
High preci sion instrum ents such as a four-circle x-ray diffracto
meter with monochrom ator or a doubl e-crystal topography 
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Fig. 11. Satellite peaks about the (002) reflection were re
corded from an MBE grown AIAs/GaAs superlattice with 
an automated four-circle diffractometer and used to mea
sure the new artificial periodicity as 93A. 

camera are typically used for these measurements . The exam
ple in Figure 11 is a line scan taken through the (002) reflection 
of an AlAs/GaAs modulated superlattice grown by MBE. The 
periodic oscillations which form satellites to the main peak were 
used to quickly and accurately establish superimposed periodici
ty of the structure as 93 A, which is in good agreement with 
95 A expected from the growth condition s. 
High Voltage Transmission Electron Microscopy (HVTEM) 

In recent years , workers with HYTEM have succeeded in 
achieving spectacular images of MBE grown super lattices with 
single atom resolution (Jeng et al., 1985) . Today, com merc ial 
instruments offer up to 400 kilovolt electron source capability, 
and pioneering labora torie s in the U.K. , U.S. , and Japan con
tinue to experiment with one million volt machine s. One exam
ple is shown in Figure 12 which reveal s a line defect in the lat
tice image of a NiSi2/Si interface prepared by MBE . It is 
natural to think of these spots as individual atoms at the sur
face, but in reality they are formed by accepting diffra cted elec
tron beams that penetrate through the specimen. It is more cor
rect to think of them as stacked columns of atoms, extending 
throughout the thickness of the specimen. The greatest challenge 
in applications remain s in the preparation of thin , durabl e and 
intact specimens . 
Tunneling Microscopy 

A new technique capable of single atom detection called scan
ning tunneling microscopy has recently been developed at IBM's 
research laboratory in Zurich (Binnig and Rohrer, 1985). It can 
simultaneously resolve features of the outermost monolayer of 
a specimen with differences in vertical position as small as 
0.1 A, and horizontal separations down to 2 A . The phenomenon 
that makes the approach possible is the vacuum electron tunnel
ing that occurs between individual atoms on the surface and 
a pointed metal tip that can be positioned arbitrarily close. The 
technology is focusing on ingenious methods for controling the 
probe's position and on fabrication techniques for achieving 
single atom emission points from the tip. This field is now ripe 
for new developments and application s. 
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MBE NiSiz/Si INTERFACE 
SHOWING A LINE 

DISLOCATION 

Fig. U. High voltage transmission electron microscopy was 
used to delineate this line dislocation defect near the inter
face of a NiSi2/Si structure grown by molecular beam 
epitaxy. The image is reproduced courtesy of Dr. E. Hall 
of General Electric Corporation. 

Single Atom Detection 
Techniques capable of single atom imaging pose interesting 

new questions about detectability and the use of equation (I). 
This was mentioned earlier to relate signal-to-noise (S/N) and 
the radius (Ro) of the probing radiation. The fundamental as
sumption is that the number of atoms detected is large and the 
probability for detection of a single atom small , and this is the 
basis for Poisson statistics which describe the majorit y of 
analytical techniques in use today. 

For single atom detection, the conditions are exactly reversed. 
The situation can be appreciated by considering the example 
in Figure 13. As Ro decreases , there is ultimately an analysis 
volume which includes only several of the species atoms of in
terest. The technique of analysis must have near unity probability 
for detection of a single atom to be successful, because the 
number of atoms is no longer large. For even smaller probes, 
the volume may contain no species atoms at all. In addition, 
the analyst is now confronted with a severe sampling problem 
in selecting which atoms are appropriate for the analysis. The 
more general binomial distribution can be used to describe this 
case, and some results of its application are summarized in Table 
2. 
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Table 2. For single atoms, conventional Poission statistics 
which govern detectability break down. Application of the 
more general binomial distribution leads to the intuitive con
clusion that the probability of detection for single atoms must 
be near unity for any technique to be successful. 

Poisson Distribut ion 
(N large) 

Binomial Distribution 
(N small) 

signal-to-noise 

S/N = ✓Np/(1 - p) 

N Determined By: 

SIN 
N 
p 
ro 
Zo 

p 

number of atoms in detectable volume 
probability of detecting a single atom 
probe radius 
probe depth 
atom density 

6,(x < y) = l when x < y, otherwise = O 

Parts-per-Trillion Methods 

S/N Determined By: 

Methods of analysis that function between sing le atom detec
tion and parts-per-million capabi lity offer a reasonable com 
promi se with the sampl ing problem , and remain essentia l to the 
development of semiconductor technology. They are approaching 
that transition region where Poisson statistics become inade 
quate for the description of nonuniform dopant s and clusters 
of atoms. Generally , ion beams are evolving as the optimum 
probe in this reg ion but other techniques such as neutron ac
tivation analysis and photoluminescence spectroscopy have been 
of value in specialized applications. 

Today, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is the most 
widely used method for trace element ana lysis because as pre
viously mentioned , it str ikes a useful compromise between 
spatial resolution (about a micrometer) and detectability (near 
a part-per-million) for most of the elements in the periodic table. 
Its primary limitation origi nates from a mass interference prob
lem which arises when two species such as 30SiH and 31 P, or 
28Si2 and 56Fe have the same mass number. 
SuperSIMS 

To resolve the mass interference probl em, a promising new 
technique based on an older technology designed for ultrasen
sitive radioisotope dating is now being developed (Anthony et 
al., 1985). This is an accelerator-based mass spectroscopy we 
call "SuperS IMS ;' which coup les the conventional SIMS 
machine to a high energy particle accelerator, as illustrated in 
Figure 14(a). Sputtered molecular fragments are accelerated to 
several million electron volts, which results in repulsion of nuclei 
by str ipping two or more electrons from the constituent atoms. 
Repulsion breaks the fragments into single atoms that can be 
detected individually. At the million volt energies emp loyed, 
detection of sing le atoms from the accelerator can be realized 
using established nuclear particle counters and techniques. P'arts
per-billion sensitivity has already been achieved for phosphorus 
in silicon (Figure 14(b)),and expectations for achieving parts
per-trill ion are realistic. 
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/ 

Fig. 13. As the radius (Ro) of the probing radiation de
creases, a point will be reached in which no atoms of the 
species of interest lie within the analyzed volume. 
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Fig. 14. In (a), "SuperSIMS" couples the conventional SIMS 
machine to a high energy particle accelerator to break apart 
ambiguous mass fragments. Parts-per-billion sensitivity 
shown in (b) has been achieved for detecting phosphorus in 
silicon. The horizontal line represents background level for 
the instrument. 

Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy 
Other activities are ongoing with a related method based on 

the selective excitation by laser light of sputtered atomic species 
(Iversen, 1984). This technique has been designated by a varie
ty of acronyms, and the one adopted here is resonance ioniza
tion spectroscopy (RIS). As an ion beam impinges on the sample, 
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Fig. 15. The resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) tech
nique offers ultrasensitivity by selectively ionizing from a 
cloud of neutral atoms only those that are of interest. Iron 
in silicon at the part-per-trillion level has been detected. 

sputt ered pa rticles form a small cloud above the sur face , as illus
trated in Figure l5(a). A ny seco nda ry io ns ge nera ted dur ing the 
process are removed by momen tar ily appl yi ng a vo ltage to the 
sa mpl e, leav ing a gas c loud co nsisting e nti re ly of neut ra l par
ticles. T hese are flooded w ith lase r light of spec ific wave length 
to se lec tively ionize the sing le e lement of interes t. Beca use 
neut ra l parti cles acco unt for more than 90 pe rce nt of the tota l 
sputt erin g yield , and se lec tive ionization by lase r light per mits 
spec ies di sc rimin ation without the intensity loss of a mass spec
trom eter, it is poss ible to rea lize as mu ch as four or de rs of 
magnitud e increase in sensitivity with RJS relative to co nvention
al SIMS. Signifi ca nt pro gress has bee n made in rea liz ing parts
per-tr illi on sen sitivity for Fe using thi s tec hniqu e, as show n in 
Figur e 15(b). 
Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

In phot olumine scence spectro sco py (PL ), a popul ation inver
sion of e lectroni c exc ited states is cr eated by vi sible lase r light 
stimulation , and e mi ss ions resultin g from relaxati o n to the 
ground sta te ar e analyze d. Thi s is fund a mentall y an e lec tri ca l 
cha rac terization tec hniqu e, becau se it se nses band stru cture that 
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Table 3. Most breakthroughs in techniques of characteriza 
tion over the past ten years have resulted from improved elec
tronic, computer and vacuum science technologie s. Some 
area s fertile for continued developments are listed. 

MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION TECHNOLOGIES 

DEVELOPMENTS FROM 1975- 85 NEW AREAS OF ACTIVITY 

EDS X-RAY SPECTROMETERS SUPERLATTICE CHARACTERIZATION 
AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY MULTI-C HANNEL DETECTORS 
SCANNING AUGER MICROSCOPY ENHANCED RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 
SCANNING TEM (STEM) THIN FILM X-RA Y DIFFRACTION 
RUTHERFORD BACKSCA H ERING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY 
FOURIER TRANSFORM PL CHARGED PARTICLE ACTIVATION 
LANG X- RAY TOPOGRAPHY EXPERT SYSTEM INTERPRETATION 
DOUBLE- CRYSTAL TOPOGRAPHY TABLE-TO P SYNCHROTRON 
LATTICE IMAGING TEM X- RAY LASER 

g ives ri se to the detec ted elec troni c tran sitions. A rev iew of the 

method has bee n given (Smith , 198 1) and appli ca tions for the 
de te rmin ation of do pants in silico n ca n be found in the litera tur e 
(Tajim a, 1978). Wh en co upl ed with the sen sitiv ity advantage 
of the M ichelso n inte rfero mete r detec tio n scheme pr ev iously 
d isc ussed for FTIR , the meas urement is inc redibl y se nsitive . 
Trace leve ls of P, B and As ca n be quantitati ve ly meas ured in 
si lico n in the sub -pa rt-per trilli on range ( < 10 10 atoms/c m3), 
and appli ca tions rea dil y extend to impuriti es in d irec t ga p III -V 
a nd II-VI a lloy se mico ndu cto r mate rials. Th e shortco min g of 
PL lies in the limited number of eleme nts ame nab le for analysis. 

Future Prospects 

Ma ny of the tec hniqu es of charac ter iza tion we know today 
have evo lved ove r the last deca de from impro vements in tec h
nolog ies , such as low noise elec tro nic c ircuit s, co mput e r auto
mation and ult rahigh vacuum sc ience. Fro m the prev ious exam
ples , we see these tre nds continuin g, and it is reaso nab le to ex
pec t that futur e br eak th ro ughs will co ntin ue to happen . Tabl e 
3 outlin es so me areas where resea rchers are curr ently ac tive 
and fe rtil e g round lies for new method s of cha rac te rization . 

It is c lear that over the next deca de, linewidth s in ve ry large 
sca le integra ted (VLSI ) c ircuit s will co ntinu e to shrink towa rd 
0.5 microm ete r to ac hieve highe r co mputin g power and spee d 
per chip. Th e lithogra phy requir ed to fabri cate these patte rn s 
is pushing optical systems to their diff raction limit (slightly below 
I micron) and stimul ating ingeniou s pro cess ing schem es to over 
co me evolving problems with linewidth co ntrol , reg istrati on ac 
curacy, paras itic res istan ce and ca pac itan ce , parti cle indu ced 
upsets and hot electron effects (Tasc h, 1983) . Increase d demand s 
on crystal purit y slice preparation and metal/oxid e depo sition s 
have already inched beyond capabiliti es for adequat e characteri
zation. The se tec hnolog ies onc e again are stimul ating the syner 
ges tic partn ership between materi als characterization and device 
deve lopm e nt . 
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Discussion with Reviewers 

E.R. Levin: Are not X-ray diffraction and HVTEM both already 
well known? It is the greater stringency of advanced chip devel 
opment cri teria that has brought better utilization of these 
methods than was realized formerly. 
Author: I agree with this point, however, some of the more 
exotic x-ray tec hnique s are not well known in the semico nduc
tor industry. These include the double (and even triple ) crystal 
topographies, Gandolfi techniqu es for sma ll particle analysis, 
and graz ing inciden ce methods for x-ray fluorescence, surface 
roughness or thin film measurements . 

E.R. Levin: What methods other than vacuum tunneling micros
copy are in prospect for single atom detection? 
Author: This is the best example I know. Of course, one pre
cursor technology to the tunneling development is field emis
sion microscopy , which is capable of single atom imaging. Util ity 
of this method for semiconducto r app licatio ns is severely res
tricted by the number of materials that can be used to fabricate 
a stab le emiss ion tip. TEM lattice imag ing does not directly 
probe single atoms, but the spa tial separation between diffrac
tion planes imaged by the technique is of Angstrom dimensions 
and inform ation abo ut periodic atomic arrangements can be ob
tained . Also, sens itivity for single atom events using the nuclear 
detection schem es mentioned with respect to SuperSIMS has 
been known for some time. 

E.R. Levin: What methods can ach ieve part-per-trillion de
tectivity? 
Author: The text spec ificlly mentions RJS (Figure 15) and 
photoluminescence spectroscopy . Until now, SuperSIMS has 
been limited by purity of the ion source , wh ich for Figure 14(b) 
was totally unfiltered. We fully expect sensitivity of the method 
to reach part-per-trillion capability when appropriate mass spec
trometers are employed (as with ion microprobe instrument s 
today) at the source . 

E.R. Levin: Have you not overlooked the important role of the 
SEM and e lectron microprobe (EMP)? 
Author: There is no intent to minimize the important role of 
these workhorse instruments to the semiconductor industry. They 
were omitted from discussion because references to their func
tion and utility are wide ly avai lab le throughout the SEM jour
nal. Optical microscopy and techniques of e lectrica l characteri
zation were likewise left out to reduce length of the review. 

G.E. McGuire: Do not a number of XPS vendors quote dia
meter of ana lysis spot down to l50µm , especia lly with x-ray 
monochrometers? 
Author: This is correct. One vendor now advertises this as 
well as a 128 multichannel detection scheme for improved data 
acquisition rate. Other s offer competitive products which need 
to be evaluated in light of the intend ed analysis workstation and 
requireme nts. XPS instrument development is rapidly chang
ing, and the technology is ripe for co ntinued improvement s. 
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S. Thomas: Recognizing that PtSi is a ltered in composi tion by 
ion bombardment , how did the author quantify the composi
tion in Figure S(a)? Please expla in the ap parent increase in oxy
gen co ncentrati on and decrease in silicon below platinum. How 
does the aut hor co nclude that carbo n was responsible for 50 % 
reduction in barrier he ight cons ider ing that the barrier height 
is a property of the metal/silicon interface? 
Author: The quantification was ach ieved by the conventio nal 
method of normalizing the sum of all elements detected to l00%. 
Thus when Si decreases at the end of the profile it is because 
the oxyge n value has increased . Reasons for the increase are 
not clear , but argon ion beam mixing could be responsible . The 
etch rate emp loyed was 40 A/min (3 keY at Sx I0 - 6 amp /cm2). 

The pmblem was traced to cleanup contamina tion and resolved 
when it was elimin ated. 

The barrier height difference of 50 % was found from direct 
electrica l tests performed during manufacture . It is reported that 
thin carbon or oxygen layers sandwiched between metal and sili
con provide a high trap density medium where stor ed charge 
can alter the barrier and lead to lower breakdown voltage 
(Nicollian EH, Schwartz B, Co leman DJ, Ryder RM , and Brews 
JR (1976) Influence of a thin oxide layer between metal and semi
conductor on schottky diode behavior, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 13, 
873). 

S. Thomas: In Figure 9 the suggestion is made that the parti
cu late residue is incompletely cleared Si3N4 . Similar residue 
is seen outs ide the Al pad also. Please exp lain . ls the Na signa l 
in the Auger spectrum typical of an IC sur face? 
Author: The particulate s do in fact have sim ilar composition 
to the nitride , and co ntain no carbon. They cou ld be inorgani c 
complexes which have nucleated in the presence of some con
taminant , such as the sod ium you mentioned. Sodium in the 
spectrum is seen occasio nally on IC surfaces by scanning Auger 
spectroscopy , but more often it is necessary to use higher sen
sit ivity techniques such as SIMS or neutron activation analysis 
to detect its presence. 
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S. Thomas: The aut hor states that in the e lec tron microprobe 
x-rays emitted by an impinging e lectron beam are insen sitive 
to charge accumulation within the glass . The primary electron 
beam can indeed be altered by charge accumulation in the glass 
with the concomitant effect on x-rays. 
Author: In extreme cases, bizarre effects in glasses can indeed 
be observed in the SEM and e lectro n microprobe (cf. Shaffner 
TJ and Hea rle JWS. (1976). Recent advances in understanding 
specimen charging , Scanning Electron Microsc. 1976; 1:61-82). 
In many instances the latter can tolerate considerab ly more 
charge buildup than other method s such as AES, SAM , or SIMS . 

S. Thomas: One of the real challenges an analyst faces in all 
these characterization efforts using sophisticated tools , is to cor
relate the apparent material differences with the observed elec
trical properties. This corre lation is not always obvious in today's 
comp lex IC's. In the final analysis, it is the electrica l proper
ties which are of more interest to the device engineer. Please 
comment. 
Author: Both electrical and optical techniques are commonly 
used during and after device manufacture to provide real -time 
feedback and determine criteria for releasing the product. It is 
when these tests fail that the more soph isticated ones come into 
play. For examp le, poor refresh time in a dRAM is best detected 
by electrical measurement , but knowledge that the particular 
con taminant is copper must be provided by more sophisticated 
follow-up methods. At this point , the SIMS or neutron activa
tion analysis of copper becomes of more interest to the engineer 
because it provides a clue for correcting the problem. 
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